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ABSTRACT
Some network applications have requirements that exceed
the service levels offered by the best-effort Internet. Sev-
eral network-layer Quality of Service architectures with ex-
tended service levels have been designed, but the massive
scale and distributed nature of the Internet have prohibited
their wide deployment. It now seems clear that the spe-
cial needs of demanding applications must be met through
other approaches. This paper describes how incrementally-
deployed innovative solutions at the network level can con-
tribute to an improved service for a particular type of appli-
cations, namely high-quality, wide-area video conferencing.
We have built a global IP network, aiming to give users
a better video conferencing experience primarily through
packet loss reduction in transport networks. The key con-
cept in our approach is a well-provisioned network-layer over-
lay, combined with geography-based“cold potato”BGP rout-
ing. Through an extensive set of experiments we show how
our design choices impact routing and data plane behavior
in the network, and demonstrate that we are able to signif-
icantly reduce packet loss compared to wide-area transport
through global transit providers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION
NETWORKS]: Network Architecture and Design

Keywords
Video Conferencing; network-layer overlay; cold-potato rout-
ing

1. INTRODUCTION
Video conferencing is one of those Internet applications

that never really took off. In spite of the great potential,
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we are not in a situation where it is easy to set up a high-
quality video conference with any other party equipped with
a microphone and an HD camera. There are many reasons
for this, including the lack of compatibility between solution
vendors, lack of universally accepted addressing schemes,
and expensive end user equipment. More fundamentally,
the network quality is generally insufficient to support the
high demands of video conferencing.

Large efforts have been made to introduce Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) frameworks that could guarantee an absolute [10]
or relative [7] performance level to selected applications such
as video conferencing. These frameworks involve the intro-
duction of extensive changes at the networking layer, which
is often referred to as the waist of the hourglass-shaped In-
ternet protocol stack[4]. These efforts have, however, been of
no avail because it is extremely challenging to widely deploy
frameworks that alter this very central part of the Internet
architecture.

To compensate for the lack of QoS frameworks in today’s
Internet, network operators resort to over provision their in-
frastructure. Over provisioning comes however at a cost, and
big efforts are made by the ISPs to optimize their network
so that ”it is running hot”—as highly utilized as possible
within the given SLA levels. To save costs, providers are
hastily sending traffic to the next provider on the path to
the destination, implementing what is commonly known as
”hot-potato”routing. It is understood and accepted that the
user cannot complain to his ISP over poor network quality
outside the ISP network, not to mention end-to-end quality.
On a large scale users get the Internet they pay for: the
average quality of the Internet service has converged to the
level that can be sustained by the scarce revenue and that
most users find satisfactory. This situation is a poor match
for quality requirements of high-end video conferencing ap-
plications, which cannot be met by a ”one-size-fits-all one
USD/Mbps service”.

This work presents and evaluates a pragmatic solution
for providing high quality video conferencing over the exist-
ing best-effort Internet. In particular, our aim is to reduce
packet loss for long-distance video conferencing. Instead of
proposing radical architectural changes, we resort to a more
pragmatic approach by stitching and evolving existing tech-
nologies. Our approach is implemented as a well-provisioned
overlay IP network dedicated for transporting sensitive me-
dia traffic, coupled with control and management systems
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in order to provide a global Video Network Service (VNS).
The key idea is that customers will experience a better video
quality by sending their traffic through this tailored network
than by sending it through the default path chosen by their
normal Internet providers. To maximize our control over
the quality, traffic should enter VNS network-wise as close
as possible to the source. Once in VNS network, the traffic
is carried inside VNS as close as possible to the destination,
and then released on the Internet. This ”cold-potato” rout-
ing policy is implemented using GeoIP data. The proposed
solution is deployed in a production network with a foot-
print that spans four continents, and all our evaluations are
performed in this network.

We make three main contributions in this paper. First ,
we present VNS as a simple approach for supporting high
quality video conferencing in today’s Internet. Our mea-
surements show that there is significant packet loss in the
transit networks even in the well-managed Internet core, and
that our approach remedies this loss. Second , we introduce
a novel yet simple geo-based BGP routing approach. The
aim of this approach is the opposite of of the normal hot
potato routing commonly used by ISPs: we want to keep
traffic as far as possible within the dedicated network. The
routing plane impact of our routing approach is evaluated,
and we show that we are successful in routing traffic to the
PoP nearest to the customer. Third , our evaluations offer
insights into the current state of transit and last-mile con-
nectivity in three distinct geographical regions of the world.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review
related approaches in section 2. Section 3 introduces and de-
scribes VNS. We evaluate our geo-based routing approach
in section 4, and compare the end-to-end data plane per-
formance over VNS network to that over the Internet in
section 5 . We draw our conclusions in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Network architectures and approaches. Several net-
work architectures have been considered to implement In-
ternet wide QoS service. IntServ [10] has failed in this role
due to lack of scalability, but also, just like its successor Diff-
Serv [7], due to lack of economical or other incentives for the
ISPs to become early adopters of the technology.

In the past decade, several proposal suggested using ap-
plication layer overlays (ALOs) to overcome the ossification
at the Internet hour-glass waist (e.g. [5] and [12]). These
proposals, however, by definition suffer from an underlay-
overlay dichotomy, because the constructed ALOs often lack
knowledge about the underlying network topology and rout-
ing. This problem is more clear in ALOs spanning adminis-
tratively independent domains. To address this, active prob-
ing is used to infer the structure of the underlying topology
and the performance between the members of the overlay,
and accordingly construct more efficient overlay topologies.
As the number of overlay members increases active probing
becomes infeasible. Several solutions to minimize the needed
probing exist, but they either lack the accuracy needed by
real-time services (e.g, [24, 15]), or expect a level of inter-
facing with the underlay(e.g, [23]). There are distinct dif-
ferences between VNS and the ALOs. VNS is a network
layer overlay that is organized as a single autonomous sys-
tem, which gives full knowledge about the underlying con-
nectivity as well as full control over the internal network
performance.

Content delivery networks or co-location of content are
characteristically different from VNS, since they mainly aim
at bringing content closer to the user [25]. CDNs mirror con-
tent, while co-location enables content providers to replicate
their content closer to the end-user. None of them are well
suited for interactive, real-time applications.

Virtual Private Networks (VPN), particularly when im-
plemented over MPLS networks with guaranteed bandwidth,
can provide quality guarantees similar to our approach. How-
ever, VPNs are inherently closed to external users and lim-
ited in scope, while VNS is open for communication with
any Internet location. In other words, an MPLS VPN con-
nects and provides quality guarantees to a limited number of
sites. In addition, involved sites need to set-up and manage
their VPNs. VNS, on the other hand, interconnects any two
video users. They just need to forward their video call traf-
fic through media relays located inside VNS, while avoiding
the overhead of VPNs maintenance and management.

Several works have proposed virtualizing the underlying
network infrastructure to provision virtual networks that
span multiple domains. These proposals are motivated by
the ossification of the Internet, availability of abundant re-
sources at the disposal of transit providers that can be virtu-
alized, and the success of other cloud computing approaches
for virtualizing services and hardware [6]. Feamster et. al [17]
outlined a framework to separate infrastructure providers
and service providers. The proposed framework, Cabo, is
intended to facilitate the rapid provisioning of virtual net-
works on top of existing infrastructure that may span multi-
ple physical networks. Cabo has partially inspired our work.
For an extensive review of various network virtualization
techniques please refer to [11]. Our work does not propose
a framework for deploying virtual networks, but creates a
virtual network using existing technologies.
Geo-routing. GIRO [26] proposed altering BGP decision
process to include geographical distance assuming that ASes
will add prefixes location information to BGP updates. It
intends to improve data plane performance, improve geo-
location accuracy, and better scale BGP by aggregating pre-
fixes that originate from the same AS and the same geo-
location. Our geo-based routing concretely addresses the
problem of finding the geographically closest egress points
in an AS to an arbitrary IP prefix and then overrides BGP
default behavior. We do not change BGP or solicit informa-
tion from other ASes.

The difficulty in introducing significant changes to BGP
has prompted approaches that advocate adding more pro-
grammability and intelligence to the network, e.g. [16, 33].
These approaches generally propose delegating routing deci-
sion process to a central control node. Our geo-based routing
can be described as a practical and incremental routing con-
trol platform that results in a geography-based cold-potato
routing. To achieve this goal, we modify an existing soft-
ware routing suite and benefit from the central role played
route reflectors.
Packet loss and video. The impact of packet loss on video
quality over the Internet has been the subject of several stud-
ies. An early study of packet loss impact on streaming of
MPEG video [9] showed that 3% packet loss can affect the
display of 30% of the frames. Packet loss rate is, however,
not sufficient by itself to characterize the impact on user
experience. Another important factor is the pattern of loss.
Many studies, e.g. [20, 8], showed that loss in the Internet
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Figure 1: VNS network.

generally exhibits temporal dependency (bursty loss), which
results in poor perceived quality [21]. Random losses can be
mitigated by employing forward error correction (FEC), but
FEC performs poorly when loss is very high or bursty. In
such cases, selective retransmission of packets over the lossy
hop can be employed, given that the RTT is not high. But,
it requires the presence of video relay server close to end
users. A recent study [35] compared three popular inter-
net video telephony systems and showed that they follow
different strategies to accommodate packet loss.

3. DESIGNING VNS
Providing an assured QoS for customers calling from any

Internet location meets at least two large challenges. Firstly,
end-to-end quality of service, one of the most studied topic of
Internet research for the last two decades, seems infeasible in
the current Internet ecosystem. Secondly, even if end-to-end
QoS was possible, there is no obvious sustainable economical
model for its operation.

3.1 Network Layer Overlay
Instead, we opt for a more pragmatic approach, in which

a network-layer overlay referred to as VNS network, is de-
ployed as close as possible to the end user, but not neces-
sarily end-to-end. The goal is that a customer’s video traffic
should be carried inside VNS network as far as possible be-
tween the two endpoints, in order to minimize the packet
loss and jitter introduced in the best-effort Internet. From
the network overlay edge to the end user, we per default use
Internet as the last mile, putting our trust into its “good
enough” quality and manageability. The quality of the last
mile connection is to some extent under the control of the
end user: she can upgrade her subscription or change to a
different local provider.

To shorten the last mile as much as possible, VNS network
is integrated into the Internet as well as practically possi-
ble. VNS network is organized as an Internet Autonomous
System (AS), peering openly with any other interested AS.
To reach the portions of the Internet that would not peer
directly, VNS purchases Internet transit from multiple Tier-
1 or wholesale national providers, seeking to minimize the
number of transit ASes.

VNS network is built based on guaranteed bandwidth
Layer 2 (L2) links, connecting Points of Presence (“PoPs”)
strategically located on major Internet hubs and network
exchanges. All PoPs use BGP to communicate externally,
while IGP is used for internal routing. Currently, there are
11 PoPs on four continents in VNS network. The PoPs are
not fully meshed, i.e. there is not an L2-link between every
pair of PoPs. Instead, PoPs in the same geographical region
are meshed forming a local cluster. These clusters are inter-

connected via long-haul L2-links. The termination points of
the inter-cluster links are chosen carefully to avoid having
a sub-optimal routing inside VNS. We choose this topology
for two reasons. First, most videoconferences involve parties
in the same geographical region which necessitates having
dedicated intra-region connectivity. Second, the cost of long
haul L2-links is significantly higher than regional L2-links.
Given that most calls are intra-regional, reducing the num-
ber of inter-regional links reduces the overall cost without
compromising the quality.

Each point of presence operates on both network level and
application level. Users reach VNS network using Internet
as the last mile. Figure 1 shows the basic VNS operation.
Users U1 and U2 reach VNS in PoPs P1 and P3 respectively.
In this example, the media streams are routed through the
intermediate PoP P2.

User media traffic is pooled from arbitrary Internet loca-
tions into VNS network using transport- or application-layer
media relays, such as TURN relays [22], SIP B2BUA [29],
or Multipoint Conferencing Units. Such relays not only en-
sure that the media is routed through VNS, but also provide
convenient means of user authentication and access control.

3.2 Geo-Based BGP Routing
One of the main design choices in VNS is to carry traffic

internally and hand it over to an external peer as close as
possible to the destination network. This practice is often
referred to as cold-potato routing, as opposed to the hot-
potato routing normally used by transit networks. The cen-
tral premise behind this choice is the belief that VNS can
offer a better service than the transit provider networks.
It clearly gives more control over packet forwarding and en-
sures a better QoS in a well-provisioned network, albeit more
expensive.

For a destination prefix, we select the closest egress PoP
based on geographic location. This metric gives a good ap-
proximation of the“real”proximity in terms of network delay
(see Sec. 4.1). It also has the advantage that it is reason-
ably stable and easy to obtain. An alternative approach
would be to run active measurements from each PoP in or-
der to identify the PoP with the lowest network delay to
the destination. This approach would give a very good no-
tion of closeness, but it would require a complicated system
of active measurements combined with automated routing
configuration. It would also result in a high control plane
overhead and increased setup times, since the active mea-
surements would have to be repeated every time a new route
is learned.

The BGP route selection process [28] does not take QoS
parameters or the geographic location of prefixes into ac-
count. It is mainly guided by three principles. First, admin-
istrative decisions are expressed through assigning an integer
value known as local preference to a route; the higher the
better. Second, it compares the number of AS hops among
candidate routes and picks the shortest as a rough approxi-
mation of expected QoS. Third, it applies a set of measures
to ensure that inter-domain traffic exits the local AS quickly.
For instance, routes learned from external neighbors (eBGP)
are preferred over routes learned from internal neighbors
(iBGP). Also, in case a route is learned from more than one
iBGP neighbor, the decision process prefers a route with the
lowest IGP metric to the next hop (i.e. hot-potato routing).
The above steps are executed orderly as a set of tie-breakers;
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Figure 2: Geo-based routing setup

the selection process terminates whenever a single route is
left. The inherent tendency in BGP to resort to hot-potato
routing is at odds with VNS design goal of handing traffic to
a neighboring network as close as possible to the destination.

An AS can try to trigger its neighbors to use cold-potato
routing by tagging route announcements with a metric called
the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED). If two ASes are peer-
ing at multiple points, the same route can be tagged with
different MED values that signals the preferred traffic en-
try point – the lower the MED the better. The neighboring
AS may choose to consider MED when picking the best exit
point for the tagged route. MED is primarily useful for load
balancing as well as for a content provider that wants neigh-
bors to deliver traffic as close as possible to its data centers.
This approach for triggering cold-potato routing is not use-
ful in our case, since we are aiming to pick the exit point
that is closest to the destination regardless of the next hop
AS.

Geo-based cold-potato routing. Figure 2 illustrates the
geo-based routing used in VNS. The primary component in
our setup is a modified Quagga software router that acts as a
route reflector (RR) and peers with all BGP egress routers in
VNS network – over 20 routers in 11 PoPs 1. In the following
we describe its basic operation, different design choices, and
compare it to the most relevant alternative approaches.

Basic operation. Our Quagga RR is modified to assign a
local preference value to each route based on its geographic
location. When it receives an update message from an egress
router A concerning a network prefix p, it calculates the ge-
ographic distance d between A and p. The geographic loca-
tion of A is known beforehand, while that of p is obtained
on the fly by querying a GeoIP database that resides on the
same server. The calculated distance is the shortest distance
between two points that lie on a surface of a sphere, often
referred to as the great-circle distance [34]. After calculating
d, our route reflector computes the corresponding local pref-
erence lp as a function of d, lp = f(d), the lower the value of
d the higher the value of lp. The newly assigned local pref-
erence is always much higher than the default value of 100.
Finally, it re-advertises the modified route to all neighbors
except A. The resulting routing configuration can be de-
scribed as cold-potato routing that, for a destination prefix,
prefers the geographically closest egress.

GeoIP database. To determine the geographic location of a
destination prefix, we use commercially available geolocation
information. Our selection is the MaxMind database [1],
which is made available to the Quagga RR through a generic
SQL interface. A previous study [27] investigated the reli-
ability of three different geolocation databases by matching

1The illustration is a simplified picture of the real network.
For instance, in reality multiple RRs are deployed to ensure
operation stability.

their mapping against the ground truth obtained from a
large European ISP. Their findings showed that Maxmind
was able to geolocate prefixes within 100km of the true lo-
cation for 60% of the examined prefixes. They also showed
that GeoIP databases accurately map prefixes to their origin
countries but not so precisely to origin cities. VNS network
spans four continents and its PoPs are separated by large ge-
ographical distances. The precision of the geolocation from
Maxmind is therefore mostly satisfactory for our use. As we
show in Sec. 4, our Geo-based routing mostly succeeds in
picking the closest PoP to a destination prefix.

Hidden routes. A known downside of deploying RR is the
presence of hidden routes and loss of path diversity [32].
If an egress router A learns a route r to a prefix p from
an external peer, it will be announced to every RR it has
an iBGP session with. If RRs choose not to follow r, the
route will be hidden from all other BGP speaking routers
since it will never be re-advertised. To make things worse,
r can also be hidden from all RRs, if A ends up choosing a
route announced over iBGP by a RR. The way our Quagga
RR operates makes it clearly affected by this problem. For
example, assume that router A in Fig. 2 is geographically
closer to p than router B, and that our RR receives the route
through B before the one through A. It will immediately
modify the local preference attribute based on the distance
from B to p. Since, the modified local preference is much
higher than the default value, all routers, including A, will
choose the route through B as soon as they receive it. Hence,
our routers can potentially converge to selecting a route that
does not go through the closest PoP to a destination prefix.
To alleviate this, we configure border routers to advertise
the best externally learned route for each prefix they learn
over eBGP. BGP best external feature is supported by all
major router vendors [13].

Overriding Geo-routing. There are two cases where our geo-
based routing results in erroneous egress-picking decision.
First, due to routing policies, the geographic closest PoP
may not be the closest data-plane wise. Second, subnets
of a contiguous prefix can have a large geographic spread
or even global spread [18]. These subnets are not present
separately in the routing table. We develop a management
interface that communicates with the Quagga-RR and bor-
der routers to address these issues. The interface allows (a)
forcing the use of a different PoP as an exit and (b) ex-
empting a prefix altogether from being geo-routed, in case
it is spread globally. When a prefix is mostly confined to
a limited region but only one or a few subnets are located
in a different region (i.e. a special case of case-two above),
the closest exit PoP to these remote subnets will statically
advertise them, given that it has a route to the less-specific
prefix. The newly advertised routes to the more specific
prefixes are tagged with a no-export community to ensure
that they never leak outside VNS network. Prefixes that
suffer from these shortcomings are identified using continu-
ous, low-overhead active measurements or manually based
on customers feedback.

4. EFFICACY OF GEO-BASED BGP
ROUTING

Setting the local preference of routes based on the geo-
graphic location of the destination prefix has a large impact
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on the resulting routing. In this section, we discuss how
geo-based egress PoP selection influences the traffic distri-
bution in VNS network. The first question we seek to answer
is whether geographic distance is a good metric for achiev-
ing the goal of carrying the traffic as close as possible to
the destination. Second, we look at the influence on egress
PoP selection and the whether geo-based routing shifts more
traffic from peers to providers.

4.1 Geo-Based Routing Precision
Geo-based routing is supposed to carry traffic as geograph-

ically close to the destination as possible. There is, however,
not always a one-to-one mapping between geographic dis-
tance and network proximity. Here, we use active probing
to evaluate the ability of geo-based routing to select the
egress PoP with the shortest delay to the destination.

We probe the first IP address in each destination prefix in
the routing table from all PoPs. A probe consists of 5 ICMP
ping packets, and we record the lowest observed round-trip
time (RTT). The probing packets are forced out of VNS im-
mediately at each PoP in order to measure the network dis-
tance from each PoP to the probed address. About 134k ad-
dresses responded to our probing (approximately one third
of the routing table); the total number of sent probes ex-
ceeded 7 million.

We limit ourselves to probing a single address per prefix
as a trade-off between covering all destination prefixes and
avoiding overwhelming operational networks with probing
traffic. This choice can be misleading when a prefix is geo-
graphically spread. We believe, however, that such spread is
not the norm, since most ASes are confined to a limited ge-
ographical region. To confirm this, we use our probing data
set to measure the RTT variance among prefixes belonging
to the same AS. We find that prefixes originating from the
same AS exhibit similar network distance properties, i.e.,
they are always delay-closer to the same PoP. At least 25%
of prefixes match in 99% of all measured ASes; about 14k
ASes. Furthermore, at least 90% of prefixes match in 60%
of measured ASes. If prefixes belonging to the same AS
are congruently located, we conjecture that subnets within
a prefix exhibit similar characteristics.

We compare the RTT from the PoP selected by the geo-
based routing to the minimum RTT among all PoPs. The
left panel in Fig. 3 shows the CDF of the RTT difference
(RTTgeobased − RTTbest) for all measured prefixes. Zero
RTT difference means that the geo-based approach selects
the egress PoP with the smallest RTT. One curve shows the
CDF for all prefixes combined, while each of the other three
is the same CDF but considering only prefixes that are geo-
graphically closer to VNS PoPs in the indicated region. For
instance, the CDF labelled EU shows the distribution for
prefixes that are reported closer to PoPs in Europe by the
GeoIP database. Overall, prefixes closer to European PoPs
demonstrate a better match, followed by prefixes closer to
North American (NA) PoPs, and finally those closer to Asia-
Pacific (AP) PoPs. 90%, 84%, and 82% of prefixes are not
displaced by more than 10 ms in EU, NA, and AP respec-
tively. Across all regions, 90% of prefixes are not displaced
by more than 20ms confirming that geographical proximity
mostly matches network proximity. The relatively poor per-
formance of destinations in AP region can be attributed to
the fact that many networks in that region are delay-closer
to VNS PoPs in NA than in AP. We analyzed the possi-
ble causes, and noticed that many Asian network providers
carry data to the USA over own trans-Pacific infrastructure,
possibly due to lower transit prices in the USA.

The scatter plot in the right panel in Fig. 3 shows a more
fine-grained picture of the measured RTT differences. There
is a strong clustering around the straight line y = x, as ex-
pected from the CDF. We observe, however, two distinct
clusters of outliers at (x = 100, y = 400) and (x = 250, y =
500). A close investigation of these outliers attributes them
to Geo-location errors affecting a large number of prefixes.
One clusters consists of Russian prefixes that are geo-located
to a single geographic location in the center of Russia mak-
ing them closer to VNS Asian PoPs than its European PoPs.
The second cluster contains Indian prefixes the are geo-
located in Canada. These prefixes formerly belonged to a
Canadian ISP which was bought by TATA, an Indian com-
pany. It seems that commercial GeoIP databases use RIRs
and Whois records to geolocate some prefixes. Such infor-
mation can become outdated in cases of M&A.
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4.2 Impact on Egress and Neighbor Selection

Geo-based routing has a large impact on egress PoP selec-
tion. While normal routing policies seek to offload traffic as
soon as possible, and always prefer peer routes over provider
routes, geo-based routing instead seeks to offload traffic as
close to the destination as possible, without taking into ac-
count business relationships or IGP metrics. Next, we com-
pare the egress and provider selection before and after the
introduction of geo-based routing in VNS.

4.2.1 Egress Selection
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Figure 4: Comparing how egresses are used. After the
introduction of geo-based routing, routes are more evenly
distributed across egresses.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of routes that exit at each
PoP before and after the introduction of geo-based routing
from the perspective of PoP 10 (London). The other PoPs
show a similar pattern. Before the introduction of geo-based
routing, the use of hot-potato was prevalent. An egress
router always preferred eBGP routes over iBGP routes. This
explains why PoP 10 exited traffic locally in 70% of the cases.
After the introduction of geo-based routing, the distribution
is more even. PoPs 3 and 5 are located in the US east coast,
PoP 7 is located in AP, while PoP 9 is located in EU.

4.2.2 Neighbor Selection
Geo-based routing has the potential to increase the usage

of transit routes. For instance, it resorts to use an upstream
transit provider over a peer to reach a destination prefix if
VNS does not have a connection with that peer at the closest
PoP to the destination prefix. The inner plot in Fig. 5 shows
that the percentage of destination prefixes reached through
upstreams has remained stable at around 80% after the in-
troduction of geo-based routing. VNS usually peers with net-
works close to their geographic location, which explains the
stability. Also, if a peer is present with VNS at different
IXPs, VNS always establishes peering at all sites if possible.

The outer plot in Fig. 5 shows the percentage of routes
that go through each of the top-20 neighbors before and after
the change. The first seven neighbors are upstreams while
the remaining 13 are peers. Before the change the fraction
of routes that used upstreams 1 and 2 were mostly equal.
After the change, upstream 1 has emerged as more preferred.
Both upstreams are global Tier-1 ISPs. Upstream 1 has a
strong presence in North America, hence after the change
VNS started using it as the best next hop AS for all North
American prefixes that are not reachable through peers.
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4.3 Impact on Delay
Abandoning hot potato routing and carrying traffic as

long as possible inside VNS infrastructure may increase the
experienced end-to-end delay. If a destination prefix is lo-
cated closer to PoP B than to PoP A, geo-based routing will
force traffic from A to go to B, and then to the destination
network. Transit ISPs, however, have higher PoP density in
most regions, and may offer a more direct route from A to
the destination prefix.

We select about 30k IP addresses, one from each origin
AS. We then probe each address with 20 ICMP packets per
day for one week from six PoPs in VNS network in Europe,
the US, and Asia Pacific. Each address is probed simulta-
neously through VNS and through its upstreams. Figure 6
shows the CDF of the difference between the average RTT
via VNS network and that via its upstreams. One curve
is shown per region. In 10 to 65% of the cases, across all
PoPs, VNS is similar or better than upstreams. For probes
sent through the Singapore POP, VNS provides better la-
tency in about 65% of the cases due to the availability of
direct dedicated links to Australia, USA and Europe. In 87
to 93%, cold-potato routing does not stretch delay by more
than 50ms. To sum up, the use of cold-potato routing by
VNS does not significantly stretch RTTs. It even outper-
forms hot-potato routing in many cases due to the use of
long-haul dedicated links.
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Figure 6: Delay difference. VNS cold-potato routing does
not stretch delay significantly.

4.4 Incoming Traffic
So far, we have focused on the ability of geo-based rout-

ing to find the closest egress PoP to a destination. Another
important goal is to receive incoming traffic as close as possi-
ble to the traffic originator. VNS follows different strategies
to achieve this, which include buying geographically limited
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transit (e.g. buy transit in India to Indian prefixes only),
traffic engineering, and BGP communities. To quantify the
efficacy of these strategies, we examine authentication re-
quests sent by users to VNS TURN servers during a typical
day. Our data set consists of 60k requests. As explained
earlier there is a TURN server in each PoP and all of them
use the same anycast address.

Figure 7 shows where VNS receives service requests that
are originated in different parts of the world. We divide
the world into seven regions: Oceania, Asia Pacific, Mid-
dle East, Africa, Europe, North and Central America, and
South America. We divide VNS PoPs into four regions: EU,
US, AP, Oceania (OC). We observe that the incoming traffic
follows geography to a large extent.

EUAP

US OC

Figure 7: Incoming Traffic. Traffic to VNS anycast ad-
dresses follows geography to a large extent .

5. DATA-PLANE PERFORMANCE
In this section, we compare the end-to-end data plane per-

formance over VNS network to that over the Internet. As-
sume that hosts A and D in Fig. 8 are engaged in a video
conference. We are interested in separately quantifying the
impact of the long haul (i.e. the ”VNS” part; B-C in Fig. 8)
and that of the last mile (A-B and C-D in the figure) on data
plane performance. This distinction is important because if
A-B loss dominates. there is a little utility in reducing B-
C loss (i.e. what VNS does). In Sec. 5.1, we compare the
performance of long haul video transmission over VNS net-
work to that over large transit providers. Then, investigate
packet loss in the last mile in Sec. 5.2.

While several metrics influence the perceived media qual-
ity, it is arguably that the packet loss has the highest im-
pact. It not only results in obvious picture and audio quality
degradation, but can lead to downgrading the transmission
rate in adaptive implementations. Loss remains a prob-
lem even when employing counter-measures such as FEC
since such measures usually mitigate a certain type of loss
e.g. random loss in the case of FEC, which requires us-
ing a set of different measures to mitigate different types of
loss. Besides, such measures may not work if call parties
use equipment from different vendors. Video conferencing
practitioners sometimes mention jitter as the second most
important metric, however, we seldom observe jitter values
above 20 ms, which is handled by the receive buffer. Re-
garding the delay, while RTT higher than approximately
150 ms is noticeable for the users, it cannot be avoided for
long-distance video conferences.

Figure 8: Measurement illustration.

5.1 VNS vs. Internet transit
We send a bidirectional HD video stream between B and C

through VNS infrastructure and through upstream providers
simultaneously. Note that VNS purchases transit from care-
fully selected large providers that are known to have well
engineered and over provisioned networks. Traffic is sent
from four clients located at PoPs in Australia, Hong Kong,
Netherlands, and US West Coast to echo SIP servers located
inside VNS network in Europe (EU), Asia Pacific (AP), and
North America (NA).We use two echo servers in each region.
The clients are custom-made software tools capable of run-
ning Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Real Time Pro-
tocol (RTP) media streaming, and instrumented to measure
packet loss and jitter. The clients use actual recordings of
720p and 1080p HD video conferences as input, captured on
industry-standard professional video equipment. The echo
servers are SIP media servers programmed to stream back
any incoming video stream to the source address, faithfully
emulating a real video conference. The pre-recorded streams
are streamed to all six echo servers by each client for two
minutes once every half hour. Streams destined to the same
echo server are sent simultaneously through VNS infrastruc-
ture and its upstreams. Streams to different echo servers are
sent after each other. We ran the experiment for the first
two weeks of December 2012. Each client sent 576 videos
per recording definition per day; half of them through VNS
and half of them through upstream providers.

5.1.1 Comparing Performance
We use our measurements to compare loss and jitter though

VNS to that through upstream providers. The plots in Fig. 9
show the CCDF of loss percentage when sending 1080p video
streams from clients in Amsterdam, San Jose, and Sydney
to destinations in AP, EU, and NA. The closed symbols
(marked with a T in the legend) are for videos sent through
VNS upstreams while open symbols (marked with an I) are
for videos sent through VNS. We limit ourselves to present-
ing results for the 1080p streams, since there are no qual-
itative differences in loss when sending 1080p compared to
720p video. We draw two vertical lines at 0.15% and 1%
loss. Our experience shows that users usually start notic-
ing and complaining about video quality when loss exceeds
0.15%. Industry experts recommend a loss of 0.1% or less
for high-end telepresence systems [2].

We observe that videos sent through VNS consistently ex-
perience lower loss than those sent through upstreams. In
some cases, we observe no loss at all in VNS. All clients
experience significant extra loss to AP destinations through
upstreams. About 10%, 5%, 43% of the streams sent to
AP echo servers through upstreams respectively from Ams-
terdam, San Jose, and Sydney experience more than 0.15%
loss. Through VNS infrastructure, however, there is no loss
from Sydney to AP destinations, while from Amsterdam
(San Jose) about 0.7% (0.8%) of the streams experience
more than 0.15% loss. For videos sent from Amsterdam
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Figure 9: Video loss. Internal network consistently outperforms transits.

and San Jose to EU and NA destinations, VNS outperforms
upstreams albeit slightly. These results show that for long
distance connections, packet loss can have a clear impact
on high quality video conferencing, and that VNS model is
successfully able to mitigate this.

Our measurements give a good indication of the quality
of long-haul video conferencing using large transit providers
with global presence. We conclude that there is a clear dif-
ference between transit networks performance in AP and
the West. Geographic distance may be one key factor be-
hind this. The impact of distance can also be observed in
other regions; Amsterdam experiences more loss to NA des-
tinations than to EU destinations. The distance footprint is
also evident inside VNS. There is no loss from Sydney to AP,
no loss from Amsterdam to EU, and minor loss (< 0.01%)
from San Jose to NA. Loss to echo servers in other regions
is higher. Recall that VNS leases dedicated links which are
likely to be multiplexed at a lower layer and hence there is a
potential for queuing and loss. The results we have shown so
far are for outgoing streams; incoming streams show similar
characteristics. Furthermore, We have not observed differ-
ences between loss rates for audio and video packets.

Jitter. Differences between videos sent through VNS and
those sent through upstreams are negligible. Jitter, is sub-
10ms, in 99% of the sent 1080p streams. 720p video streams
experience more jitter since they consist of fewer video pack-
ets; jitter is sub-10ms in 97% of the cases. Measured jitter
is mostly below 20ms which is recommended for high-end
video conferencing [2].

5.1.2 Loss Nature
To investigate the nature of loss we instrument our video

client to periodically log the number of lost packets. We split
each two-minute measurement period into 24 five-second
long slots and record loss in each slot. We then count the
number of lossy slots and compare it to the overall loss per-
centage. This metric highlights the relation between loss
magnitude and its spread over time. We conjecture that
limited loss that is evenly spread out across multiple slots
is uniformly random. Large overall loss that happens in a
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Figure 10: Loss nature. VNS eliminates loss that spans
multiple slots as well as outliers.

very short period is indeed bursty; such loss can be caused
by IGP convergence or congestion that lasts for very short
period. Loss spanning multiple slots can also be bursty if the
overall loss is large; a large loss that lasts up to two minutes
is likely caused by congested links or BGP convergence.

The plots in Fig. 10 show the recorded loss percentage
throughout a video session vs the number of lossy five-second
slots both through upstream providers (top) and through
VNS (bottom). We present results from the perspective of
our client in Amsterdam and include all 1080p sessions it
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exchanged with the six echo servers2. The horizontal line is
drawn at 0.15% loss. We make the following observations.
First, as we have seen in Sec. 5.1.1, videos sent internally
through VNS network are far less likely to experience loss.
Second, we see a clear “baseline” of random loss for streams
through upstreams, with a linear relationship between loss
percentage and the number of lossy time slots. We also ob-
serve a sizable set of outliers in the upper left corner (i.e.
large loss and a small number of lossy slots) and another set
of outliers in the upper right corner (i.e. large loss through-
out the streaming experience). Loss in both sets of outliers
can be described as bursty, although the underlying causes
are likely to be different. Third, VNS infrastructure elimi-
nates small loss that spans multiple slots as well as bursty
outliers. Examining further loss that spans multiple slots,
we observe that it increases as a function of the geographic
distance. For instance, our client in Amsterdam experiences
significantly more such loss to destinations in AP and NA
than to destinations in EU. We also note that videos sent to
destination in AP from all clients are far more impacted by
this type of loss; the Internet in the AP region seems to be
far more congested.

5.2 The Last Mile
Next, we quantify packet loss in the last mile. By last mile,

we refer to segments AB and CD in Fig. 8, which include
multiple router hops in one or more ASes.

5.2.1 Measurement Setup
For a representative measurement sample, we selected 600

end hosts from a pool of real VNS video users in NA, EU
and AP. For these hosts we quantify packet loss from VNS
PoPs, and correlate the loss with geographical distance and
the type of AS the host resides in. To this end, we adopt the
AS classification proposed in [14] to group host IPs into the
four types of ASes; Large Transit Provider (LTP), Small
Transit Provider (STP), Content Access Hosting Provider
(CAHP), and Enterprise Customer (EC). The 600 end hosts
are selected so that we have 50 hosts per AS type per region
(in total 200 IPs per region). The addresses are selected to
maximize the number of included ASes, geographic spread
in terms of included countries, and finally the number of
involved prefixes.

We probe each selected host by sending ICMP packets
from servers in 10 different PoPs, 3 in NA, 4 in EU, and
3 in AP. Each host is probed once every 10 minutes using
100 packets that are sent back to back. Probes are forced to
leave VNS immediately at each PoP. The measurement was
conducted for three weeks from 11-11-2012 to 02-12-2012.

5.2.2 Geography and Loss in the Last Mile
Figure 11 illustrates the average loss rate when measuring

from different PoPs to hosts in AP (triangles), EU (circles),
and NA (squares). Note that here we average overall hosts
regardless of AS types.

We first observe that geographic distance has a clear im-
pact on the measured loss. This is expected, when a packet
travels multiple hops, it is more likely to encounter congested
queues. Average loss to hosts in AP from EU PoPs is be-
tween 1.6 and 3.3 times the observed loss from AP PoPs. In
the opposite direction the trend is even clearer: average loss

2The results are consistent across clients and video defini-
tions.
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Figure 11: Loss and geography.

to EU destinations from AP PoPs is between 2.1 and 14.2
times that from EU PoPs (excluding London, see below).
Loss from ATL and ASH to AP destinations is respectively
2.1 and 1.4 times observed loss from AP PoPs. However,
loss from SJS to AP destinations is equal to that from AP
PoPs. This can be explained by operators preference when
it comes to choosing peering points. Many operator from
AP region are heavily present in the US west coast IXPs.
Loss from NA PoPs to EU destinations is comparable to that
from EU PoPs. Interestingly, loss from London to EU des-
tinations is more than double the loss observed from other
European PoPs, suggesting that VNS traffic from London
have suboptimal routing to EU destinations. VNS uses a
large Tier-1 ISP that is mainly based in the US as its main
upstream in London. Hence, traffic destined to some of the
hosts that are actually close to London cross the Atlantic
and come back again. This is clearly an unintended side
effect to using geo-routing and should be fixed by using a
different upstream in London.

Interestingly, the average loss numbers above are compa-
rable to what we observe in the video test case (See Sec. 5.1).
This is in contrast to the commonly held belief that the last
mile is always the culprit. Our experiments show that this is
not the case: long haul transport networks suffers as much
loss as the access network in agreement with prior stud-
ies [3, 19]. The Internet has, however, changed significantly
since these studies were conducted (e.g. the proliferation of
IXPs). Hence, our work paints a more up-to-date picture
about loss in long haul links within large tier-1 ISPs. This
observation supports the case for special solutions to alle-
viate loss in long-haul transport networks, like the service
offered by VNS.

5.2.3 Understanding Last Mile Loss
VNS has little control over the loss in the last mile, how-

ever understanding which type of networks are likelier to ex-
hibit such loss can help in two ways. First, deciding which
networks to peer with and second advising users on which
type of ISPs to choose. To this end, we compare last mile
loss across AS types. Table 1 reports the average loss per-
centage when probing addresses in AP, EU, and NA regions
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Figure 12: Diurnal pattern in loss across AS types and regions.

from Amsterdam 3. We observe that AS type matters, but
which type is better depends on the region. In AP region,
LTPs have significantly lower packet loss rates followed by
STPs, ECs and finally CAHPs. We observe the same in
Europe, but ECs appear to outperform STPs. In North
America, however, the difference between different AS types
is more blurred. The observed performance ranking in AP
and EU reflects the presence of a transit market hierarchy
which matches well the business model each type of network
follows. We speculate that the less impressive performance
of LTPs in NA compared to AP and EU is because LTPs
play an additional role in NA—offering residential access ser-
vice which makes their networks more congested. Another
observation is that the difference between AS types becomes
less evident as the distance between the vantage point and
destinations increases. For instance, when measuring from
Sydney, we can hardly see any differences between AS types.
This observation suggests that loss in transit masks differ-
ences due to last mile performance as end-to-end distance
increases.

Table 1: Average loss from Amsterdam to ASes of different
types in different region.

Region LTP STP CAHP EC
AP 0.45% 1.30% 2.80% 1.92%
EU 0.11% 0.62% 1.58% 0.52%
NA 0.57% 0.49% 0.46% 0.55%

The analysis above suggests that last mile loss is more ev-
ident in networks that serve residential users which makes
them likelier to be congested (i.e. CAHP). If last mile loss
is mainly due to congestion, we expect to observe diurnal
patterns in loss that match usual traffic peak hours. To
check for diurnal patterns in loss, we calculate for each hour
in the day the number of measurement rounds that experi-
enced loss. Figure 12 shows this metric from the perspective
of San Jose when measuring to different AS types in differ-
ent regions. All times are CET. Due to space limitation
we omit the plots from other PoPs, but we include them in
the following discussion. We observe clear diurnal patterns
in loss from the perspective of all PoPs. Generally, diurnal
patterns in loss experienced by a monitor in region A to
destinations in region B are shaped by peak hours in region

3Other vantage points mostly show similar results.

B. For instance, the likelihood of experiencing loss between
our SJS monitor and EU destinations increases during peak
hours in Europe. In AP, however, diurnal pattern are mainly
driven by the local diurnal patterns. In other words, losses
from SIN to EU or NA destinations do not climb up during
expected business/home usage hours in those areas. They
rather climb up as the day starts in AP and drop as it ends
around 3PM CET. This suggest that the network in AP re-
gion is congested to a level that masks the congestion effect
of remote networks in EU and NA. Jumps in loss frequen-
cies in AP during working hours are startling, for example
SJS server experienced 8 times more loss occurrences during
working hours when pinging CAHPs in AP. Loss to LTPs in
AP region peaks between 10 and 15 CET (17 to 22 CST),
i.e. evening and night hours. This suggests that these peaks
are related to home users traffic. Probably home users are
accessing content that is located in EU and NA which in-
creases transit traffic. Differences between hours are weaker
in NA compared to EU.

To sum up, the dedicated infrastructure used by VNS suc-
cessfully eliminates random and bursty losses experienced in
long haul connections. These losses are in the same order as
last mile losses which confirms the utility of VNS. Last mile
losses are caused by congested links and thus more preva-
lent in networks that serve residential users. Furthermore,
there is a clear disparity between edge network performance
in different parts of the globe.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We started this work with ambition to design and deploy a

viable system that could improve the quality of global video
conferences. Knowing that many have failed on that task
before, we chose a different approach, and deployed a well-
provisioned network-layer overlay, associated with media re-
lays and routing optimizations including a novel yet simple
geography-based ”cold-potato” BGP routing. Our extensive
evaluations have shown that the proposed approach indeed
meets its design goals.

We highlight three main conclusions drawn from this work.
First , network-layer overlays are a feasible solution to cer-
tain problems that plague today’s ossified Internet. We be-
lieve that this type of networks may be much seen in the
Internet of near future. It is a method more feasible than
clean-slate solutions, which often lack motivation for the
providers to become early-adopters and thus never see large-
scale deployments. Second , despite the impressive growth in
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long haul capacity, our measurements show that there is a
significant packet loss in the long haul even when using well-
managed large Tier-1 ISPs. Interestingly, loss in transit net-
works hides differences in last mile performance of different
AS types as end-to-end distance increases. The suboptimal
performance of long haul links is likely to remain an open
problem, since global IP traffic is continuing to grow at a
fast pace. Cisco VNI projects a 23% growth in global IP
traffic by 2017 [31]. This clearly makes the case for spe-
cialized tailored networks like ours. Third , combining BGP
attributes, centralized routing using Route Reflectors, and
open source routing suites proves useful in changing default
BGP behavior. Introducing large scale changes to BGP is
notoriously difficult, however, our work demonstrates that
simple modifications of BGP within single AS can be of a
great utility; overriding the default BGP hot-potato behav-
ior. Information from a single commercial GeoIP database
has in practice proven sufficient for identifying the closest
PoP to a destination prefix in terms of latency. The avail-
ability of open source software routing suites enabled us to
implement our geo-routing. We believe that the ongoing
development in the area of software-defined networking will
ease the introduction of similar changes to provider-grade
hardware routers [30].

The viability of the VNS service model is also influenced
by its ability to provide its services at affordable rates. There
are several contributing factors to VNS total cost. These in-
clude equipment, data centre hosting, power, cooling, IP
transit, settlement-free peering and the dedicated L2 links
that interconnect VNS PoPs. The equipment (e.g. routers,
switches, and servers) cost is a one-time cost that amor-
tizes over the equipment life span. Hosting, operation, and
settlement-free peering costs are monthly recurring fixed
costs regardless of the exchanged traffic volume. The IP
transit cost is subject to economies of scale where the Mbps
price drops as the exchanged traffic volume increases. The
L2-links are also subject to economies of scale after exceed-
ing the committed volume. But, their Mbps price is typ-
ically between two and three times the regular IP transit
price in the same region. Furthermore, unlike the IP tran-
sit, purchasing a L2-link requires committing to a minimum
traffic volume i.e. a minimum bill that is paid regardless
of how much is used. Hence, the bulk of VNS overall cost
lies in the use of the dedicated L2 links, and this cost fac-
tor remains significant also as the traffic volume increases.
Note that our cold-potato routing increases the utilization
of these links since it keeps traffic as long as possible inside
VNS. Based on this, VNS is potentially capable of achieving
economies of scale. We are planning to perform an in-depth
analysis of VNS economics in the future.

Going forward, this work can be extended in several di-
rections. End-to-end quality measurements will give a com-
plete picture, but several challenges need to be resolved in
advance. Among them is the difficulty in instrumenting a
large number globally spread video clients, and the sheer size
of the parameter space (e.g. equipment, codecs, etc..). Sub-
jective quality assessments is another venue for expanding
this work.
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